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INTRODUCTION

When students enter the physics classroom they bring with them preconceplions about physics;
physics content, methods, and skills; But of equal importance are the précomptions uieyhave about collège;
the attitudes, social climate, and other factors that allow the student to feel that he or she belongs at the
collège, and the preconceptions about learning, teaching. and the skills that arc associated with being a

successful student

The importance of understanding what is in the mind of the student when he or she observes what the
teacher says and does was posited by Ausubel. Novak, & Hanesian (1986),

"The most important single factor influencing learning is what the leamer already knows.
Ascertain this and teach him accordingly."

The implications of this statement hâve frequently been examined from the point of view of the
DreconcepUons about physics content that students hold. Previous work (Dickie, 1988) has shown that
Québec students hold similar preconceptions about physics content to those held by Amencan students,as
reported by HaUoun and Hestenes(1985); physics preconceptions hâve been reviewed by McDermott(1984)
while a more gênerai review encompassing mathematics, science and programmmg is lhat of ConfreyClWU).
The implications of thèse preconceptions for the teaching of physics hâve been discussed by a number of
authorsCMenstre & Touger, 1989; Hake, 1987; Champagne, Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1985), and recently
Hammer(1989 1991) has considered the effects of students1 beliefs about learning and about the nature of
physics on their leaming, while Ramsden(1991) has examined the ways in which students leam m naturel
educational settings and how they see themselves adapting to learning in higher éducation (Martin, Ramsden,
& Bowden 1989), and Posner and Strike (1989) hâve been concerned with the influence of the student s
conceptual'ecology on learning. Tobias (1990) has pointed out that the mismatch between the styles; of the
teacher and the leamer contribute to the drop out of students from science and Dickie and Farrell (1991) hâve
explored the "impedence mismatch" between high school and collège.

The effects of the transition from high school to CEGEP hâve been investigated from the student
nersoective by the "Easing the Transition" project, ( Cornell et al 1990) in which students were mteryiewed
first during their final year of high school to détermine their preconceptions of CEGEP and then again dunng
their first semester at CEGEP, when they were asked to recount their impressions and recollections of their
CEGEP expérience. The study chose to look at the high school and at the collège from the student point of
view rather than looking down on the issues with the preconceptions of the teacher, or with the professors
définitions of the problems that must be fixed. The project sought to discover what student perceptions, and
what institutional policies and practices function as obstacles to student success in the first year of CEUbP.
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„„ c h T.n ^ Posent work the focus of (he Easing the Transition study has been nairowed by concentratina

ÏÏES dr8 Phy?'CS f C5S^Pand CXtended by folIowin8 *« sludenls wh° chosetSSS
* M h d

? f 5S^y oIowin8 *« sludenls wh° chose toSySSœ
? "y- n addltlon *e «My «>ught «o deteimine the student view of the learntog task in
to compare that view with that of the professor, as explored by Donald (1989).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The project, which is on-going, seeks to answer two broad questions;

What student perceptions and attitudes influence their leaming in physics?
What do students consider is the leaming task in physics?

!*** motivation for me woric * to "ope *«t increased understanding of student beliefs about the
££rmi"""T* Vber With ^P*1** of stud«nts' preconceptions about physics conta.™can

METHODOLOGY

cmp«,!ï ^T^l^fTf, 199?inteiviews werc conducted with 7 students who were in their final
S? ? i^!" b^°tt CoIlege ?* wh0 were ***** to fuial CEGEPP^cs course. Thèse students were
planiung to foUow science or engineering courses at university. Three of the students were re-interviewed ù?
the fall semester of 1990 after they had entered McGUl to study engineering. A second cohort offour sludents
was «ntemewed in 1991 while in their final semester at John Abbott and Igain SÏÏÏ fiSïSn ÏÏS

MkhiJioïîSH^°Çen ended.in ^ elhnographic ttadition (Hammersley & Atkinson. 1983;
Mishlçr 1986) and began with a gênerai question such as, "could you describe that physics course for me?"
or. what was interesting for you at Collège?" The responses guided subséquent qiiestions andraobS
aSZ uTf™tO^theleadM^repUedinananaUvestyIe> ^eseinterviewsïroviSchdata
about the students perceptions, stratégies and coping mechanisms; thèse opinions are the data for the studjT

f"ÏVÏinterviewin8 is,the P">vocative and insightful quotes one can extract from the

„ _ •A '^l? analysis)s a qualitative approach in which the researcher attempts to understand the "lived
expérience of the respondent, to see the world from his or her viewpoint, i.e. to understand "ft ^

££££%£ïï?• fy ? "Sî?- ?d "• "'^P11131 categories """"^«• ton beeither reformulated, reinforced, or discaided by further analysis. Glaser and Strauss (1967) termed this
simuUaneous pjocess of coding and analysis the cornant comparative method and used «he Kmgrolded

i£*S£iï$*ïm?Cnïïf ^°Vering^^WOrid»""*"»**«^of*eparticipants"Elnn n^«L Pi«?*? and *e subséquent conceptualization of the interactions of thèse participants
Manon (1988b, p. 155) claims. unbke others, that in traditional content analysis the categorSareSlished
n advance, ^^mphenomenography, the catégories émerge from the da£ Marton clined tteS
cPonr?Zn08^Phhy llim Md flmed k " rcsearch^ focuses on *e second-order perspective thaHsconcerned with how the world of the classroom is construed by the students. - who arTthe^rticipants or
actors m An world or sutKrulture ». and with analyzing the meaning that the participants give toAe
concepts they encounter within that world. This "second oïder," view ofpheniogS must te comnared
mû, phenomenology, " the study of the life-world - the world as we JmJS&S^SffSSSiS ?
22TSÎ " WC COnCCptUalize' "•*"*«••or reflect on it," ( Husserl. 19TO as citXvan
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The aim of the thematic analysis undertaken in this study was lo make sensé of what ihe students were
saying about leaming physics. As has been pointed out by Tappen and Brown (1989), Oie true meamng pf a
statement is Ihe meaning of the speaker; in hermeneutic phenomenological analysis (van Manen, 1990) il is
the task of the inteipreter (in Greek mythology Hermès was the patron of interpreters) to make sensé of the
lived expérience of the respondents as reflected in Iheir statements. This is of necessity only possible from the
vantage point or bias of the interpréter.

In this case the orientation of the aulhor is that of a physics teacher and praclitioner of educational
research Thèse expériences provide a set of beliefs, assumptions, and values that influence the meaning given
to the words of the respondents. Thèse beliefs include an appréciation of the value of Piagefs work in
illuminating the ability of some students of physics to master topics and skills others find impossible; the
belief that students construct their own learning on the foundation of their own expérience of the world and
their conceptions of that world; and that students are often working at the limit of their own knowledge just as
researchers are often working at their own limits of understanding of the studcnt and his or her conception of

the microworld of the classroom.

The initial analysis was thus not an attempt to détermine an "objectively valid interprétation," but an
"effort to obtain interpretive agreement" (Tappan & Brown 1989) within the interpreUve community of
physics teachers and educational researchers.

PRELIMINARY THEMES

When students were asked to describe what happened in a physics class they said;

"A lot of science and math courses ... hâve standard methods of introducing something ...
like covering it. like deriving it, and then like having examples." [McGF90#l p. UJ

Students were familiar with such an approach and some went so far as lo say that they liked it;

11 in our math class ... he would give us the theory and do examples, which is what 1 like
besu" [JAC-llp. 12]

There was, however, an almost universal perception of where the learning takes place;

"I say the learning isn't in the classroom I say ifs afterwards." [McGF90#3 p. 3]

"I learn far more from my own reading and struggling through a couple of Foblems than I
do just sitting there [in class]." [McGF90#5 p. 2]

Why working through problems on ones own was useful was hypothesized as;

"the assignments lead my leaming I guess ... when I understand why you go from one Une
to the next in an assignment... I guess thafs where the learning of the fondamental
principle that underlines that (going from one lme to the next) gets done; that^swhere the
leaming gets done" IMcUKiww p. 11 j

The situation was seen quite differently in a biology course however;

"like you know in biology courses that the material is ail presented to v™^ggj 5]

Biology was seen as a course thaï required one to, "jusl *WV™'™™™""Sc^l*n? Suired o , j WV
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school, now one was solving what were seen as just new twists on old problems; problems that were

developments of ones that had been seen before.

"in CEGEP you learn how to calculate the tension in a massless string, in university you

learn how to calculate the tension in a string of mass. That's like an analogy; It's a bit

simplified in CEGEP, and when you get to university you learn how to do the more gênerai

case, but you hâve to know what tension is ...." [McGF90#7 p. 10]

Not only did you hâve to know what the dictionary définition of tension was but;

"You hâve to know what it représente, like the word. Not necessarily the dictionary

définition but the physical définition of tension. You hâve to know what it represents as a

gênerai concept, and you hâve to know how to calculate ... using the tension, you hâve to

know the whole process." [McGF90#7 p. 11]

The problems were becoming more like the real world, becoming more realistic. In this the students' views

are in agreement with the views of the professors that physics is describing the real world.

"physics is is more of the problem solving in the sensé that you hâve a physical problem

that's part of the world, part of the universe, and the way to solve that problem is using

math" [McGF90#3 p. 3]

In solving thèse problems one now used différent mathematical methods to what one had used

previously. Thèse mathematical methods were frequently described as "tricks." Interesting heie was the

perception some held that it was somehow cheating to use a mathematical technique that had not yet been

covered in the physics class; cheating because, in the eyes of the student, by short circuiting the séquence that

the professor was following, one might be missing out some essential step of the logical development.

Given that students think physics is a problem solving course or a course in which they learn by

doing problems, leads to the question. How do students approach a problem?

"last year I just did it," [McGF90#l p. 10]

"If I easily understood the topic ... I'U just tackle the problem," [McGF90#3 p. 7]

Students talked about the différent ways they tackled problems they saw as "easy," compared with

those they saw as "hard." When understanding failed there were différent stratégies that could be invoked.

"there's intuitive approach and then there's the, you know, write down everything you know,

write down your force diagrams." [McGF90#4 p. 2]

" ail the steps you're supposed to go through." [McGF90#2 p. 7]

Students describe a problem solving séquence that is similar to those described in study skills texts
such as Pauk (1974): Read the problem through making sure you know what they are really asking; figure

out what you hâve been given; drawing up a picturc; perhaps breaking the problem into manageable parts;
solve the algebra; see if the solution makes sensé, agrées with ones intuition.

Students said that this séquence had been adopted after watching a high school teacher or collège

teacher use it to solve problems, sometimes after explicitly instructing the students to use such a scheme.

Many however complained that when teachers required a rigid adhérence to such a System it was seen as being
too time consuming and they resented this rigidity. Also common was the view that they had observed and
adapted the method that some particular teacher had used and said was a useful way to proceed. Both collège
and university students saw such a séquence being used in the courses being followed.

Following such a séquence was good because,
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"you can feel secure in it because like it's there's little doubt of ils validity bul uhm I think
it takes a little bit of the interest out sometimes." [McGF90# 4 p. 2]

The final step in the process that was described was,

"check that your answer mcets what you expected the answer to be; it makes sensé."

This thème of making sensé, of checking the answer against ones intuition was frequently elaborated

with an example;

"you can visualize a pulley and a block and what happens there: so if you ended up with an
answer that show[ed] that... your block went flying into the sky you would think; ok
something wrong hère." [McGF90#2 p. 8]

An altemate strategy for solving a less obvious problem;

"read a question and look through [the notes, the texl] and try and find anothcr question that
are [in] the same vein," [McGF90#2 p. 3]

was often described by the same student who had described the problem solving séquence al a différent point in
the interview. It did not appear that there was a distinct division between those adopting one or other of thèse
«ttVfcTbrt rather both Semed to be available and either could be called upon when one strategy did not lead
to a solution, or when the student had gotten stuck.

If neither the text nor the notes yielded a solution a friend was asked. Asking a friend, or working
through an assignment with a study group was a complex social process that mixes the cognitive and the

culturel (Nespor 1990). There was;

"you know the lecture about not copying each others assignments and ^Jjjk[j£-p n]

In gênerai students talked about starting by trying the problems on their own;

"I trv reallv hard [but] I've tended to more this year discuss my problems with others;
theVsay in engineering you can not survive on your own and definitely the attitude evenas
promoted by teacheis is that you should work together on ass.gnments: I don think that s
ïhe same way in physics; I get the impression ifs much more on an .ndividuallun^of
thing," [McGF90#4p. lij

but then,

"I leam probably as much from kind of sitting around working out an assignment and
spending a lot of time with my friends trying «o work out... as I do. *>»*%££»»*
and everything ...ils always give and take." [McGF90#2 p. 4j

Even though many students said that for them learning took place outside of the classroom the actions
S ill h rful effect. For différent students thèse actions mean différent

«mes it was as if students were talking about différent professors in

différent classes; for example one noted,

"ne is copying from his notes which is something I don't particularly like ... if the teacher
is thinking at the same time as you they tend to think at the same sP«ed-McGF90#2 p 3]

On the other hand.
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"it's a bit peculiar with this teacher, he copies directly out of the book. That's something I

noticed like from the second day. So it's in a way good because you don't hâve to take the

notes and read the book. So it doesn't confuse you like a différent notation."

[McGF90#7 p. 12]

Still others discovered that they could follow the class paying attention to what was said rather than

having to take notes; however;

"it's a bit scary 'cause you get to the exam time and you don't hâve any notes."

[McGF90#7 p. 30]

More prévalent was the perception that when the professor followed the text, "even the jokes were the

same!" It was thought to be particularly limiting when the professor had written the text;

"There are a couple of difficulties with the [name] course. The prof wrote the book and I

don't think that is entirely fair to the student because the student is getting the same point of

view in the lecture as they get from the text book.... sometimes a différent phrase will, you

know, send a light bulb off in your head and you actually understand" [McGF90#5 p. 13]

There were similarly divergent views of the professor's practise of omitting steps in dérivations or

problem solutions with the comment, "for you to do later". Some saw this as an attempt to save time, to

cover the curriculum that had been dictated by the dean, by someone in authority. [A pressure that students

aiso saw as affecting thc time that was spent answering questions in class.] Others saw the omissions as part

of a deliberate strategy to hâve them, the students, work through the algebra, the reasoning, and saw it's
purpose as being;

"just to help us brush up on our intégration, or just to help us, by doing it ourselves we'd
understand better you know" [McGF90# 1 p. 2]

One dilemma posed by the interaction of the affective and the cognitive was addresscd by a récent study
in Holland (Brekelmans, Wubbels, & Créton 1990) which showed that for grade 9 high school students there
was a significant corrélation between students' liking for physics, and their perceptions of the teacher's

behavior as being friendly and helping; and that there was a significant corrélation between students1 cognitive
performance and their perception of the teacher as strict and leading. This tension between the affective and
the cognitive sides of teaching is one that teachers must constantly grapple with. If one is to attract and keep

students in physics for the long term one might hâve to compromise content for process in the short term.

The ways in which the students1 interpreted the actions of the professor depended not only on the

students' perceptions of his or her personality but aiso on whether or not the professor was in the student's
field of concentration, and the interprétation of thèse actions changed as the student progressed from high
school to collège to university. As an example of this progression of exportations was the way students
talked about getting help and asking questions in class.

At high school,

"well high school, basically they hold your hand ail the way through" [JS91#4 p 14]

At CEGEP,

"And hère it's kind of like, if you need some help you can go see them as often as you
want, you know" [JS91#4 pl4]

At university,

"we hâve to phone them to make an appointment; and I haven't, no I've never went to see

one of my professors yet. Like maybe you can catch them before class or after class, but
most of the time you just dépend on tutorials and your friends to answer most of your

questions" [JS91#2 2nd p7]
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The increasing rcmoteness of the teacher/professor was antiripated, both by high school students of
collège teachers and by collège students of university professons, and in some cases the expectations were

fullfiUed;

I "What do you think that the teachers [at universitylare going to be like?'*
R "What I've heard is that they're more into research than into teaching"

[JS91#1 p5]

"First f name of subiect...] class we walked in and he goes, I'm hère to lecture not to
leacn» [JS91#12ndp3]

"teacher said, you can*t ask questions now." [JS91#2 2nd p3]

In comparing a mathematics class and an engineering class an engineering student said,

"he answers questions and he makes sure people understand whereas the... math teachers^
they just do it. You can ask questions but he'U just answer the same way he descnbed iL

"In our statics we hâve about 75 or 80 ... they're mostly civil engineers
amfthat'so"the professor feels doser to his students... the class isn't that muchsmaUer he
just knows a few students." [McGF90#10 p. 12]

The engineering professor was seen as more personable, he bought donuts to class, he joked around and

got to know people,

"I guess in a way it would help leaming also because you are more interested favthe class."
[McGF90ff10 p. 1JJ

Even though the student said that he had not taken advantage of the donuts offered at the start of an early
moming class the offering had dearly had an effect. Even though the teacher, according to this student knew
only the names of a few students in the class what had made an impression was the effort the teacher had
made The challenge for the professor is lo détermine what to do to enable the student to better succeed.
ShoSd one distribuée donuts as the professor who "cared" was described as doing? Should one take the une to
explain "at our level" in-class questions even if that means covering less content? How^ °ne ^concile the
student perceptions with the professor-s lament, "But I hâve so much material to cover?s [LOD RN #1]

CONCLUSIONS

Ethnographie studies such as this one set out, for ail to see, the perceptions of the students. As
teachers we may not agrée with the statements, may not like what the students say, but we cannot deny them.
The lived expérience of the student is often at odds with the intentions of the teacher.

Many students see a physics course as a test of their ability to memorize formulae and then to apply Oie right
one at the right time One dimension of the leaming task in physics is solving problems; ail tiie students saw
themselves leaming physics by solving problems, by struggling with the ideas themselves rather thar,i by
merely listening to an exposition of the ideas. When talking about problem solving most students talk about
"making sensé," about interpreting the answer in terms of their intuition, their expérience of the real world If
teachers are to help students leam physics they must look beyond the students abihty to solve problems either
sinely or in groups and admit that the social and human expérience of the student is as important to Uie
suoœss and persévérance of the student as is the content and cognitive expérience. What can the teacher do to
SeKïperience? The teacher must first ask of himself or herself whether teaching .s an activity that
is done by an active teacher to a passive leamer or whether it is a joint endeavour. If the teacher is to leam
whatUk■ studen«s' preconceptiore are he or she must be prepared to ask. and then to listen. Only by hsteiung
to what the student has to say can the teacher leam what the studenfs conceptions are. Haying acquired some
apprS àLXhese Wiefsythe teacher can then build on them and in so doing must provide the student wrth
opportunities to express, in his or her own words. and in ways that connect to his or her own expérience, the

new concepts.
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